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$10 Million MACC Fund Gift Raises Hopes
for Children with Cancer and Blood Disorders
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continued on page 3
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Dear MACC Fund Supporter:
The Midwest Children’s Cancer Center was established in
1974 with its goal to increase the quality of life and to
develop effective treatment for children with all forms of
cancer. It was the only cancer center in the upper Midwest
that was designed solely for children. At the time, over
200 Wisconsin kids were diagnosed with cancer each year
but only half of them could be cured – that was despite
best efforts to improve childhood cancer cure rates from 10 to 50 percent in the
20 years before.
The MACC Fund - Midwest Athletes Against Childhood Cancer, Inc.- was founded
on December 10, 1976 during the retirement of Jon McGlocklin from the Milwaukee
Bucks. Jon's friend, longtime Milwaukee Bucks Broadcaster Eddie Doucette, and
his wife, Karen, had a son, Brett, who was diagnosed with cancer at the age of 2.
Brett's diagnosis coincided with the timing of Jon's retirement. It was decided to
use Jon's departure from professional basketball to announce the start of the MACC
Fund. During a half-time on the floor of the Milwaukee Arena, the MACC Fund
came into being.
Something no one really knew at the time was what this would become. Jon and
Eddie did know one thing though - more was needed to give kids like Brett a better
chance not just to survive but to improve their quality of life. In the past 37 years
the MACC Fund has contributed more than $48 million dollars to pediatric cancer
and blood disorders research at the Medical College of Wisconsin, the UW Carbone
Cancer Center and Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin for exactly that purpose. It
changed the world for these kids and their families.
Now we’re face to face with the next big thing; a $10 million gift to children with
cancer and their families who receive care at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin
(CHW) for the same reasons as before – to support and continue to improve the
survivorship and quality of life of these kids through research, education,
treatment and care. CHW sees 98% percent of the kids diagnosed with cancer or
blood disorders in the eight county area around it and most every one of them
faces treatment options that are less than ideal. Translational research improves
their chances for receiving more effective and/or less toxic treatment.
Our partnership with CHW played a role in Phase One Study Center designation
from the Children’s Oncology Group. It makes these kinds of treatment options
more readily available through clinical trials closer to home. Nearly every one of
the kids treated at CHW is enrolled in a clinical trial, two-thirds are enrolled in two
trials. Similar success stories have come from our support of the work being done
by our research partners and doctors at the UW Carbone Cancer Center and the
Medical College of Wisconsin – that’s our story and we’re sticking to it - there’s
important work to be done and the kids will be better for it.
From the beginning, healthy people got interested in kids with cancer. Athletes,
teams, teammates, fans, sponsors, and volunteers - slowly at first, then suddenly,
people and communities across Wisconsin and the Midwest helped the MACC
Fund grow. Together, we have worked at changing things forever, for every one of
these kids. Some didn’t have time to wait and that’s an affirmation to ourselves
and all those who need hope, that we can eliminate pediatric cancer and related
blood disorders in our lifetime.

Bill Steinberg, Board Chair

Dear MACC Fund Friend:
The days are shorter and the
nights are colder here in
Wisconsin so we know that
means … winter is upon us. I
don’t enjoy this final change of
season too much but it does
give me a chance to thank you
for your generous support of
the MACC Fund throughout
the year.
It has been another good year for the MACC Fund in
terms of fund-raising and friend-raising following a
record year in 2012. It has been a colorful year as well
with the introduction of the bright new MACC Fund
logo which is featured on this cover. It was a thrill to be
joined by two children whom you have helped as we
revealed the logo before the Bucks MACC Fund Game in
late October.
This issue’s cover story is exciting as well as the MACC
Fund extends its commitment to Children’s Hospital of
Wisconsin with an unprecedented $10 million, 10-year
gift which we announced in June. Children’s is a
wonderful treasure for children. It was recently ranked
No. 4 in the nation by Parent magazine which also rated
its cancer care in their Top 10. The MACC Fund is also
proud to support the great work being done at the
Medical College of Wisconsin Cancer Center and the
University of Wisconsin Carbone Cancer Center. The
MACC Fund remains commited to these three
institutions to help kids with cancer and blood
disorders. The $3.2 million which the MACC Fund will
give in research support thanks to friends like you says
it all.
There is still time to support the MACC Fund this year
by visiting Candy Cane Lane in West Allis. You can
watch the TODAY’S TMJ4 Sports Auction 4 MACC on
Dec. 14 at 11 a.m. You can also buy Mortensen Portrait
Design’s “Cute Kids” calendar and the 26th annual
TODAY’S TMJ4 MACC*Star. Please stop in to one of the
11 great Balistreri Sendik’s Food Markets for a number
of ways to help the MACC Fund and don’t forget that
Pepsi products have been great staples of the holidays
for 29 years. We are excited that Kohl’s is back with its
“Aaron Rodgers 12 Days of Christmas” with our
quarterbacking friend and benefactor in the Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel. And don’t forget that you can always
make a donation online at www.maccfund.org or with
this enclosed envelope.
Thank you once again for your ongoing support. While
we celebrate the lives saved, we are always reminded
that we also support research to honor those who have
died - whom we trust always had Hope. Thanks for
helping the MACC Fund give a Gift of Hope while
striving to give every child a fighting chance.

Jon McGlocklin, President
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continued from page 1
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Echoing those statements is Paul Knoebel, another 35-year
MACC Fund supporter, current Vice Chairman and leader
of the $10 million drive: “Our decision to make this
commitment to Children’s Hospital reaffirms our belief
that they’re doing world class science in helping save kids
lives with cancer and blood disorders.”
The MACC Fund Center at Children’s Hospital of
Wisconsin is among the most experienced and largest
cancer and blood disorder centers in the country
specializing in the treatment of cancer. Specialized
programs and clinics that treat a variety of pediatric
cancers and blood disorders include:
• Oncology Program provides a highly specialized
treatment for a variety of childhood cancers and conducts
novel research. CHW is the only children’s hospital in the
state designated as a Phase 1 Center by Children’s
Oncology Group (one of just 21 centers nationally). This
allows children to benefit from robust clinical research
trials to increase discovery leading to new therapies for
childhood cancer.
• Blood and Marrow Transplant Program is
internationally recognized for its expertise in allogeneic
transplant, including unrelated donor blood and marrow
transplants for a variety of childhood cancers and
hematologic disorders.
• Hematology Program offers comprehensive services for
the treatment of children, adolescents and adults with
acute and chronic blood disorders.

Photo by Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin

“The MACC Fund has inspired hope for Wisconsin
children, families and health care providers for nearly 37
years and since the beginning, they have been supporting
the cancer and blood disorders program at Children’s
Hospital,” said CEO Peggy Troy. “Their support has had a
tremendous impact on the level of care and innovation
we’ve been able to provide kids and their families.

Reason to smile – From left in back row – MACC Fund Vice Chair
Paul Knoebel, Chairman Bill Steinberg, President Jon McGlocklin.
Middle row from left Dijon Williams, Children’s CEO Peggy Troy,
Dijon’s mom Carmen Jackson, Angela Gill and Jessica Rennpferd and
Executive Director John Cary. Front row Devin Williams and Jolie
Martin Silva. Dijon, Angela, Jessica and Jolie were all treated at
Children’s Hospital and benefited from MACC Fund support.

Children’s CEO Peggy Troy and MACC Fund President Jon McGlocklin with
the Buchman family. Damian, who is holding his son Jackson, is a childhood
cancer survivor. His wife, Bo, is an oncology nurse at Children’s Hospital.

“In honor of the relationship we have the MACC Fund, we
were extremely pleased to rename our cancer and blood
disorders program the MACC Fund Center.”
Due in large part to the generous support of the MACC
Fund, the cancer program at Children’s has been ranked
9th in the nation by Parents magazine.
The MACC Fund’s investment in the Pediatric Cancer
Program at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin will be used
to discover new targets for pediatric cancer therapy and an
improved understanding of the biological and genetic basis
of individual variability in respond to cancer therapies.
With the partnership of the MACC Fund Children’s
Hospital of Wisconsin will become a national leader in
pediatric cancer research, pioneering discovery and
developing new therapies for children with cancer in
Milwaukee and throughout the world.
“The most important thing is the culmination of our
relationship and being able to count on the MACC Fund to
sustain our program the past 37 years. That’s just
tremendous,” said Dr. Marcio Malogolowkin, MD, Medical
Director of the MACC Fund Center at Children’s Hospital
of Wisconsin, Professor, Department of Pediatrics, Medical
College of Wisconsin and Chief, Hematology, Oncology,
Transplant. “We truly appreciate and recognize the MACC
Fund…that’s why it’s called the MACC Fund Center. It’s
not just a building, it’s our entire program.”
The recent donation further solidified Dr. Marcio’s reason
for leaving Los Angeles after having spent 25 years in
pediatrics hematology/oncology at California institutions
including Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles and UCLA.
“I was excited to come here because of the very special
relationship with the MACC Fund in the fight against
blood disorders and childhood cancer,” said Dr. Marcio,
who since 2008 has annually been recognized as one of the
“Best Doctors in America.” “Over the past five years we
have developed a very robust research environment. We’re
poised to advance to the next step.” It’s actually three areas
continued on page 4
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Dr. Marcio and the MACC Fund
Center are directing their focus.
Discovery and Testing of New Drug
Therapies
The Pediatric Cancer Program has a
robust Clinical Trials Office that has
the expertise to successfully manage
all cancer therapy trials including
“first in children” therapies.
“Consortium trials are limiting in their
criteria for entry and often exclude
many of our high risk patients, the
population most in need of new/
different therapeutic approaches. With
the help of the MACC Fund we are
able to propose increased scientific
discovery leading to new therapies
that can be tested for safety and
effectiveness in our patients with highrisk cancers.”
New therapy targets for pediatric
cancer through multiple mechanisms
include:
• Continuing support of scientists on
campus currently focused on pediatric
cancer.
• Repurposing of select cancer
scientists to focus on the study of
pediatric cancers. This includes
helping scientists generate new or
acquire existing animal models of
pediatric cancer to study in their
laboratory.
• Utilizing scientific expertise on
campus to answer specific questions
related to pediatric cancer.
• Recruitment of select new scientists
with novel laboratory approaches that
are likely to have a high impact on the
understanding of pediatric cancer and
development of new therapeutic
targets.
Cellular Therapies
Hematopoietic Progenitor Cell
Transplant (formerly Bone Marrow
Transplant) is currently the most
common and effective immune
therapy for the treatment of patients
with high risk cancers. New strategies
to direct immune cells to selectively
kill cancer will improve disease
control and reduce transplant related
complications resulting in longer and
healthier lives for patients.

“We plan to improve and
expand our understanding
of the immune system and
how specific types of
immune cells can be
harnessed to fight cancer
and reduce transplant
related mortality,” Dr.
Marcio said. “These
advances in transplant
biology will be translated
into better and safer
cellular therapies to be
used like ‘new drugs’ for
the treatment of patients
with cancer.

Photo by Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin

continued

Dr. Marcio Malogolowkin presents Jon McGlocklin a basketball

signed by the patients and staff of the MACC Fund Center of
“Developing and
Childrens Hospital of Wisconsin during an evening on October 8
manufacturing cellular
when Children’s Hospital honored the MACC Fund
therapies to be used in
patients must meet
exacting standards. We are
type and/or presentations which may
investing in both the cellular
lead to specific treatments for
processing laboratories and the
individuals based on targets identified
Clinical Trials Office to ensure we
through this process.
have adequate personnel with
appropriate expertise to fully execute
• Immunogenomics: Providing
this novel bench to bedside approach
genetic explanations for diversity in
to cancer therapy.”
graft vs. host/graft vs. tumor/

Personalized Cancer Therapy
Since 2008, there has been an
explosion of information regarding the
role of genetics in health and disease.
The Human and Molecular Genetics
Center of the Medical College of
Wisconsin, in partnership with
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, has
developed a world-renowned team,
infrastructure and approach to
integrating genomie information with
clinical medicine.
“Our goal is for personalized
treatment to be routinely available for
the pediatric cancer patient,” Dr.
Marcio said. “We plan to apply DNA
analysis to all of our cancer patients to
provide better and safer therapies.”
The MACC Fund’s support is being
directed to the following areas of
genetic research:
• Pharmacogenomics: Providing
genetic explanations for variable
responses to cancer chemotherapy
including effectiveness and therapyrelated complications.
• Cancer cell genomics: Providing
genetic explanations for rare cancer

susceptibility to infections and
immune reconstruction.
The survival rate for children with
cancer has risen to 84 percent.
“We still have 16 percent to go,” said
Dr. Marcio. “These are the tough ones.
We need to find new therapies.
“We continue to strive for a 100% cure
rate in children with cancer using
therapies that sustain a good quality
of life,” Dr. Marcio added. “Over the
past five years we have dramatically
improved the quality of care and
clinical research opportunities for
pediatric patients with cancer at
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin. We
have a unique opportunity to lead the
nation in providing more effective and
safer care for children with cancer.
“Partnering with the MACC Fund to
apply new technologies and
pioneering approaches to cancer will
bring us closer to realizing our goals.
Patients from throughout Wisconsin
and throughout the world will be the
beneficiaries of this investment.”
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The 24th Annual TREK 100
The MACC Fund
thanks its friends
from Trek, the legions
of donors who
offered goods and
services, the scores of
volunteers, the riders,
and everyone who
pledged support. A
very special thanks
goes to Trek, of
course, and the other
TREK 100 major
sponsors, namely
Briohn Builders, DT
Trek Bicycle
Swiss, Ripon Printers,
Corporation of
Hanson-Dodge
Waterloo, Wis., is the
Todd Vandeburg of Trek Bicycle Corporation presents the Trek 100 tally to
Creative, Bank of
nation's largest
Jon McGlocklin at center court at the Bucks MACC Fund Game in the
America/Merrill
manufacturer of high end
BMO Harris Bradley Center.
Lynch, Prime
bicycles. The company
Coatings, Velo,
has been the outstanding
finding a cure for childhood cancer.
Tri-Link
Apparel
Limited, Post
sponsor of the TREK 100 since 1990.
MACC Fund board member Al
Moderne,
105.5
Triple
M, Metcalfe’s
The ride has traditionally been
Costigan was the top fundraiser at
Sentry
Foods,
Capitol
Brewery,
recognized as one of the “Best Rides
$20,350 followed closely by perennial
Wheel & Sprocket and the Trek
in the Country” by Bicycling
supporters David Herro with $19,200
Bicycle Store of Madison.
magazine.
and Mike Bown with $13,545. Gerard
Herro $12,950, Bob Burns $12,699,
Please join in the fun at next year’s
Jeffrey Vilker $8,500, Thomas Klink
On June 8, 2,150 riders cycled 19, 36,
$7,290, Pete Schraufnagel $7,025, Dan 25th Silver Anniversary Ride on
62 (100k) or 100 miles over the
Saturday, June 7, at Trek’s Waterloo
Shannon $5, 886 and Rick Rosen
beautiful roads abutting abundant
headquarters.
For information on
$5,695 rounded out the top ten.
farmland in the area around Trek’s
riding
or
volunteering,
please contact
Waterloo headquarters.
the MACC Fund at (414) 955-5830,
The TREK 100 is a great reunion of
1-800-248-TREK or visit
MACC Fund friends from around
The riders’ day started with a
www.trek100.org
the country, including Brigadier
bountiful breakfast served by
General Corey Carr who comes from
gracious volunteers mustering
Indiana each year. He rode his own
everything from fresh pancakes to
TREK 100 in Iraq several years ago.
fruit and juices. Once on their ride,
The annual ride to fight childhood cancer
General Carr was joined by a
the cyclists were met along the way
and blood disorders.
number of Wounded Warriors whose
by enthusiastic rest stop volunteers
spirit and determination inspired all
serving up everything from chips
and is often mirrored by many of the
to brats.
children who benefit from MACC
Fund supported research.
Trek provided great prizes from bike
bags to bicycles for the dedicated
riders who solicited pledges for
every mile they rode in hopes of
Photo by Lora Kaelber

The 24th annual TREK
100 continued its
tradition of raising
more money for
pediatric cancer and
blood disorder research
than any event in the
MACC Fund's 37-year
history. The 2013 TREK
100 produced proceeds
of $810,000 surpassing
more than $11.5 million
in 24 years!

ride for hope

TREK 100 June 7, 2014
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The first MACC Fund logo which was introduced during
a Milwaukee Bucks game on Dec. 10, 1976, the
birthday of the MACC Fund, was the inspiration behind
the new logo. On that special night, the Bucks retired
number 14 of the “Original Buck,” Jon McGlocklin. He
started the MACC Fund with the Bucks broadcaster
Eddie Doucette whose son’s battle with cancer inspired
the effort. The MACC Fund’s first “success story”, Brett
Doucette, is married and living in California.
The colors represent the teams in the state who, like the
Bucks, help the MACC Fund. The logo’s tagline, Hope
for Kids, defines the MACC Fund. The boy and girl are
framed by a Star which is symbolic of their heroic battle
and is also reminiscent of the MACC Fund’s iconic
TODAY’S TMJ4 MACC*Star.

Photo by Dale Stonek

Jon McGlocklin, the
central figure embracing
the children, Thaduba
and Maggie, at the
Bucks MACC Fund
game, represents the
athlete, the researcher,
the doctor, the parent,
the nurse and the
generous supporters
who have helped the
MACC Fund contribute over $48 million to research in
Wisconsin. This research has impacted the treatment of
children with cancer and blood disorders throughout
the state, the nation and the world.

Thanks in part to the MACC Fund, the overall cure rate
for childhood cancer has risen from 20% to 80% since
its inception. Yet even children in the 80% category can
have “late effect” issues which require more research.
The market research and brand strategy for the logo
was provided pro-bono by Brandgarten. The logo was
designed by Tweaky 100 Graphic Design of Madison.

Photo by Dale Stonek

Balistreri Sendik’s
Markets Back MACC
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The Balistreri siblings join with Jon McGlocklin after their
family owned company, Sendik’s Food Markets, received the
Don Contardi Commitment Award at the 37th annual Chili’s
MACC Open. They are from left: Ted, Margaret (Harris),
Patrick and Nick.

The Balistreri owned and operated Sendik’s Food Markets - in Elm
Grove, Franklin, Germantown, Grafton, Greenfield, Mequon, New
Berlin, Wauwatosa, West Bend, Whitefish Bay and now in Bayside
with their exciting “Sendik’s Fresh 2 Go” – continue their support of
the MACC Fund for the sixth consecutive year. The stores are featuring
the MACC Fund in their Winter Sendik’s Food Markets Real Food
magazine. The impressive edition is brimming with ideas for the
upcoming holidays. The magazine sells for $1.99 with all proceeds
benefiting the MACC Fund.
In addition, you can buy a candy cane for $1and the 26th edition of
the TODAY’S TMJ4 MACC*Star, designed by 11-year-old Maggie
Schlehlein which sells for $10 (sales tax included). The Balistreri
Sendik’s Markets will once again offer special merchandise to benefit
the MACC Fund as well.
The Balistreri owned and operated Sendik’s have distinguished
themselves as leaders in grocery and fine food retailing since 1926.
Their 11 great locations have reached out to help the children with
cancer and blood disorders through their support of the MACC Fund
since 2008. During that time span the Balistreri Sendik’s Markets have
donated $470,000. Last year’s program raised $129,000, including
selling nearly 80,000 candy canes and over 3,000 MACC*Stars!
Sendik’s trademark “Red Bag” paid great dividends for the MACC
Fund throughout the Brewers season. The Sendik’s Red Bag for Charity
program donated $100 to the MACC Fund for every stolen base
(stolen “bag” in the baseball vernacular). The Brewers were running a
lot leading to a wonderful donation of $14,200 donation. Sendik’s
was also the major sponsor of the second annual Brewers Mini + 10K a half marathon and 10K run held on Sept. 28 that offered runners a
chance to raise funds for the MACC Fund.
Sendik’s is also a major sponsor of the TODAY’s TMJ4 Sports Auction
4 MACC on Saturday, Dec. 14, from 11 a.m. – 1 p.m. The MACC
Fund is grateful to be part of the Balistreri family and their great stores
and associates during the holiday season.
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Milwaukee Bucks
Back MACC

A fun-filled Halloween Hoopla got the night off to a great
start. Costumed characters from the Bucks fine game night
staff greeted the costume-clad children who enjoyed the
Halloween Hoopla fun to the delight of all.
Seventeen-year-old Emma Paulson of Mequon, a senior at
Brookfield Academy who is treated at the MACC Fund
Emma Paulson and Brian Gotter with Raptors co-captains, DeMar DeRozan and
Center of Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, presented
Rudy Gay plus Bucks captain Zaza Pachulia
thehonorary game ball along with Brian Gotter from the
TODAY'S TMJ4 Weather Team. TODAY’S TMJ4 was the official media sponsor of the game for the 10th straight year while also
celebrating 33 years of live broadcast support in 2013.
After introducing the visiting Toronto Raptors, the house lights dimmed and a spotlight showered the half court circle for the “live
reveal” of the new MACC Fund logo. MACC Fund Co-founder, President and Bucks legend Jon McGlocklin wearing a white
shirt was flanked by two 11-year-olds, Maggie Schlehlein of Germantown and Thaduba Taylorkamara of Milwaukee clad in a
green and a gold shirt as shown in the new logo. The kids wore a big smile and the new trademark MACC Fund cap. Both of
the children are being treated in the MACC Fund Center at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, as is 13-year-old Noah Polzin who
introduced the Bucks as the guest announcer.
Trek Bicycle Corp. made a check presentation for $810,000 on behalf of the 24th Annual 2013 TREK 100. The TREK 100 is the
MACC Fund's largest annual fundraiser with a total of over $11 million contributed over the past 24 years.
The Wisconsin Basketball Coaches Association (WBCA) presented a check for $136,000. The record donation represents the
net proceeds from the WBCA’s 36th Annual Boys and Girls All-Star Games which were held in the Wisconsin Dells at the
JustAGame Center in June. WBCA Executive Director Jerry Petitgoue presented the check flanked by WBCA members Ken
Barrett, Dave Royston and Nick Kartos. This year’s donation brought the Games’ 36-year total to over $2 million.
Even though the game ended too soon, the Gift of Hope will live on in the fight against childhood cancer and blood disorders
like sickle cell disease and aplastic anemia. Special thanks to Senator Herb Kohl and the Milwaukee Bucks for their ongoing
commitment from the first day of the MACC Fund.

Mike Dunleavy played for the Bucks for the past two seasons. He grew up in Milwaukee while his dad
was coach of the Bucks. For the past two years, Mike has been donating $1,000 for very point he
scored in the Bucks MACC Fund Game. That amounted to $26,000 in 2011 and 2012. Even though
he is now playing for the Chicago Bulls, he still supports the MACC Fund. He recently donated $1,000
for every point he scored in the Bucks – Bulls preseason game in Chicago. His 12 points yielded
another impressive gift of $12,000. Thanks Mike!

Photo by Dale Stonek

The Milwaukee Bucks 37th annual MACC Fund Game on
Oct. 25 at the BMO Harris Bradley Center featured a
pregame Halloween Hoopla which might have been an
unwitting harbinger of tricks or treats to come. The game
was cancelled with five minutes elapsed in the first quarter
due to a slippery floor. They have been at the heart of the
MACC Fund since they helped start the MACC Fund during
a Bucks game on. Dec. 10, 1976. They weren’t about to let
a slippery finish stand in the way of helping the MACC
Fund help the children. Even though the game was short,
rest assured that the Bucks contribution won’t be short. The
2013 game will take the 37-year total to over $1.4 million.
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West Bend’s “Silver Lining” © Helps MACC
West Bend Mutual Insurance has been on the MACC Fund team and
providing support for nearly two decades. During this time, the
company’s support has included the coveted “Mike Koehler Award”
given to a West Bend independent agent who distinguishes themselves
in their community. A generous donation to the MACC Fund
accompanies the award.
Every two years West Bend hosts a golf outing for the MACC Fund. The
5th biennial event scheduled for Aug. 18, 2014 promises to be bigger
and better than ever. That will be quite a feat since the fourth biennial
West Bend Insurance “Silver Lining” Open at West Bend Country Club
raised a record $291,000 in net proceeds in 2012, the largest amount
ever for the MACC Fund from a golf outing. It nearly doubled the
previous high total of $154,000 from its 2010 edition which was the
MACC Fund’s reigning top golf outing total ever. The previous three West
Bend Opens raised nearly $300,000! Adding in the record crashing 2012
edition doubles the total to nearly $600,000. The 2014 edition promises to
be another great event with fund-raising getting an early start in 2013.

Joining Kevin Steiner, West Bend’s President & CEO, (far right)
at the record 2012 open are Jon McGlocklin, Andy North and
Brandon Novack who was diagnosed with cancer 11 years ago.

West Bend also donates $50 for every Brewers double donating $14,600 in 2013. It sponsors the “Evening With Aaron Rodgers” in
May; the Brewers Mini+10K in September; the Bucks MACC Fund Game in October and they will sponsor the Blue Board in the
“TODAY’S TMJ4 Sports Auction 4 MACC” on Dec. 14. In addition to this wonderful fund-raising, West Bend provides the comfort of
knowing that the “Silver Lining” is at work each day as the MACC Fund’s primary insurance carrier.

MACCetera
The Women of AT&T hosted “Jeans for
a Buck/Food for a Buck” benefiting local
charities. The MACC Fund is grateful for
the $800 they raised.
The sixth grade Christian Formation
class of St. Mary’s Parish, Menomonee
Falls, raised $425 through their
Stewardship Challenge for the MACC
Fund. Way to go kids!
Girl Scout Troop 2372 of Holy
Apostles School, New Berlin, raised
$185 through their cookie sales to help
kids with cancer.
The Village of Bayside hosted a Clean
Up Bayside Day with donations coming
to the MACC Fund. Over $1,300 was
raised. Way to Clean Up Bayside! The
Village of Bayside also hosted its first 5k
Fun Run, raising $465.
Thanks to Baker Tilly for their Brewers
Night on July 9th.

Kate hosted a lemonade stand to raise
funds for the MACC Fund raising $78.
Keegan hosted a veggie stand and raised
$67. What a great idea Keegan! Thank
you again.
The summer camp teens of Our Savior’s
Lutheran Church in Racine held a car
wash and raised $126.
They’re back again...Sarah, Kassie,
Connor, Viktor, Gavin and Philip held
their lemonade stand throughout the
summer. This year they also sold
brownies raising over $100. Thanks
again kids!
The Kingston Kids Triathlon of
Muskego raised $7,120. Way to go kids!
The inaugural Clays for a Cure was held
on Sept. 25 at Wern Valley Sportsman’s
Club raising $4,211 for the MACC Fund.

Cheryl and John asked for donations to
charities as part of their wedding and
raised $260 for the MACC Fund. Best
wishes on your marriage and thank you
for thinking of the MACC Fund.
The Howie Lettow Memorial 150 as
part of the ARCA Midwest Tour at the
historic “Milwaukee Mile” on July 9 raised
over $1,200 in a special tribute to one of
racing’s greats.
Troy Jilot’s “10-year survival” party in
Pewaukee on Aug. 17 celebrating his
battle over Non Hodgkin Lymphoma
was attended by over 150 family and
friends. They helped Troy have a day with
lasting memories of beating cancer and
also helping kids who are battling it now.
Troy wrote in an email “The $5,350 we
raised was an experience I will never
soon forget.” Neither will the kids whom
you helped, Troy. Thanks for helping to
give every child a fighting chance.
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THE MILWAUKEE BREWERS SECOND ANNUAL
“MINI-MARATHON + 10K” BACKS MACC
The Milwaukee Brewers have supported the MACC Fund throughout its 37 year history.
Brewers doubles, home runs, stolen bases, pitching changes, double plays and more have all
raised funds for the MACC Fund in conjunction with the Brewers broadcast sponsors on behalf
of the MACC Fund.
The second annual “Brewers Mini + 10K” on Saturday, Sept. 28, was another example of this
big league support. The event drew 7,500 runners who enjoyed a scenic route through
Milwaukee before returning to a sun-drenched post-race tailgate party. Hundreds of
enthusiastic volunteers woke up early to tend to all of the runners’ needs. Spectators had
plenty of free parking at Miller Park and were able to watch
for their favorite runners on the giant scoreboard while they
ran on the warning track.

SEPTEMBER 28, 2013

For the record, Dani Fischer won the Women’s Half with a time
of 1:18:30 with Scott Mueller winning the Men’s at 1:13:50.
Lisa Hayry won the Women’s 10K with a time of 44:49 and
the Men’s side was led by Aaron Nodolf at 34:20. Thanks to
the Milwaukee Brewers and Brewers Enterprises for including
the MACC Fund in this very special event.

Photo by Lora Kaelber

The course included many Milwaukee landmarks including
Miller Valley, the Harley-Davidson Museum, the Mitchell Park
Conservatory Domes and Miller Park. Runners and volunteers
received a free Brewers ticket voucher good for select 2014
games at Miller Park, a participant medal, a “tech” shirt and a
post-race tailgate party with live music outside Miller Park.
Vision Event Management did a great job of managing the
event in conjunction with the great Brewers Enterprises team.

Aaron Nodolf crosses the finish line to win the 10K portion of the Brewers
Mini + 10K on Sept. 28 at Miller Park. Holding the banner were MACC Fund
Chief Operating Officer Becky Pinter on the left and TODAY’S TMJ4
MACC*Star designer, 11-year-old Maggie Schlehlein. Maggie’s dad, Kurt,
ran his first half marathon in gratitude for his daughter’s victory over cancer.

Brewers action backs MACC
Thanks to the generosity of three MACC Fund friends and the creativity of the Milwaukee
Brewers marketing staff working with their radio and television partners, exciting
Brewers action tallied more than “Wins” in the standings. Brewers doubles, stolen bases
and pitching changes all added to the excitement of the game while also helping the
MACC Fund’s fight against childhood cancer and blood disorders.
West Bend’s “Silver Lining©” made a $50 donation on the Brewers radio network for every double hit by a hometown
player. In all, $14,600 was raised from doubles.
The Balistreri Sendik’s Markets are in their sixth “season” with the MACC Fund. Working with the Brewers radio
network and the Fox Sports Wisconsin team, Sendik’s donated for every base stolen base. In baseball parlance,
Sendik’s – the home of the famous Red Bag – made a donation for every Brewers “stolen bag.” They filled a number of
those bags adding up to an impressive $14,200.
Sartori pitched in again this year to help make a change for the better for the MACC Fund through their special
program on the Brewers radio network. The award-winning producer of rich and creamy Sartori Bella Vitano cheese
donated $25,000 to the MACC Fund pitching in to make change to help a child win the game of life.
Thanks to West Bend Mutual Insurance, Sendik’s and Sartori for helping the MACC Fund give every child a
fighting chance.
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WELCOME

Photo by Dale Stonek

Aldo Madrigrano joined the
MACC Fund's Board of Directors
following his nomination and vote
during the Board's quarterly meeting
on Nov. 11.

TODAY’s TMJ4’s Brian Gotter joined Bango the Buck and two Bucks Energee dance team members
in festive Halloween costumes to help present the record WBCA All-Star Games check with
WBCA members Ken Barrett, Nick Kartos, Dave Royston and Jerry Petitgoue to Jon McGlocklin
during the Bucks MACC Fund game.

A Slam Dunk for the WBCA brings
total to over $2 Million
The Wisconsin Basketball Coaches Association (WBCA) has been a loyal
supporter of the MACC Fund since the inception of the WBCA All-Star Games
in 1978. Each June the Boys and Girls All-Star Games feature the top high school
graduates in the state. This year’s games were played at the JustAgame Center in
the Wisconsin Dells. The Dells welcomed the All-Stars with open arms to the delight
of all.
In addition to being the best on the court, the players and the coaches excel off the
hardwood as well. Players in the state’s five divisions raise funds to benefit the
MACC Fund and help children with cancer. Many generous sponsors, donors and
fans helped the WBCA’s contribution to the 36th Annual Games reach a record
$136,250 in net proceeds. That total raises the grand total for the 36 games to over
$2 million!
The MACC Fund thanks Mike Huser and Tony Scallon, co-chairmen of the Boys’
games, as well as the Girls’ co-chairs, Loren Homb and Sam Mathieson, for their
dedication and support. In addition, the MACC Fund acknowledges and thanks all
of the WBCA coaches, its President Jim Myers, Executive Director Jerry Petitgoue,
and Assistant to the Director and Past President Ken Barrett.
The Coach’s Association is the second longest sustaining sponsor of the MACC
Fund. The Milwaukee Bucks have been part of the MACC Fund from Day One, 37
years ago on Dec. 10, 1976.
The Association dedicated its museum and Hall of Fame at the JustAgame Center in
the Dells on Aug. 17. All-Stars and legendary high school coaches from throughout
the 36 years of the All-Stars games came together to dedicate this great facility.
They also presented the record check from 2013 which took the WBCA All-Star
Games over their $2 million milestone mark. Make sure to visit the WBCA Hall of
Fame and Museum the next time you are in the Dells. It will be a highlight of your
trip if you love basketball in its purest sense.
Thanks a Million times 2, coaches!

The Chief Executive Officer of Beer
Capitol Distributing, Aldo has been a
generous supporter of the MACC
Fund. He heads the state's largest
MillerCoors distributorship based in
Sussex. MillerCoors has been a
generous sponsor of the MACC Fund
for over three decades.
The brewery donates for every
Milwaukee Bucks 3-point basket and
also helped sponsor the 4th annual
"An Evening With Aaron Rodgers"
along with Beer Capitol Distributing
last May. Welcome to the team, Aldo.
It's good to have you on board.

CONGRATULATIONS to:
MACC Fund co-founder Eddie
Doucette on receiving the Naismith
Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame Curt
Gowdy Media Award in September in
Springfield, MA.
MACC Fund board secretary Jan
Lennon on receiving the Association
of Fund-Raising Professionals “Todd
Wehr Volunteer Award” in November.
MACC Fund honorary board member
Andy North on being named Vice
Captain of the U.S. Ryder cup team by
Tom Watson. The Ryder Cup will be
held in September 2014 in
Gleneagles, Scotland.

Find us on
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Women for
MACC offers
Hope
Women for MACC has
been a wonderful friend of
the children with cancer
and the MACC Fund for 31
years. The dedicated members
have been committed to the fight
against childhood cancer and blood
disorders through a variety of enjoyable special events
that support research for children with cancer. They
include: Pasta Fest in February; the Cute Kids
calendar contest; “Shoot for a Cure” in August and
Couture for a Cure in November.
The 23rd Annual Gene Johann Memorial Trapshoot
“Shoot for a Cure,” sponsored by the Hartford
Conservation & Gun Club, raised over $56,000 this
year taking the 23-year total to nearly $1.2 million!
Women for MACC has benefited from the Shoot for 22
years. This unique combination of allies - Women for
MACC and the Hartford Gun & Conservation Club have truly become a formidable force in the fight
against childhood cancer and blood disorders.
Women for MACC also hosted the “Couture for a
Cure” fashion show presented by Boston Store at the
Hyatt Regency Milwaukee. TODAY’S TMJ4’s Mike
Jacobs was the Master of Ceremonies once again as he
has for many years. Mike got help from 11-year-old
Maggie Schlehlein of Germantown, who designed the
2013 TODAY’S TMJ4 MACC*Star. Maggie delighted
happy winners of the raffle by drawing their names.
The children and the MACC Fund can always count
on Women for MACC to help out at different events.
The children rely on Women for MACC for special
gifts and books as well as the kind hospitality service
offered at the MACC Fund Center at Children’s
Hospital of Wisconsin.
Thanks go out to energetic Women for MACC
President Erin Hareng and the dedicated board of
directors including Jan Lennon, who sits on the
Women for MACC and MACC Fund boards. This
wonderful organization, which has been dedicated to
helping the children with cancer has contributed over
$4.3 million to the MACC Fund.

Mortensen Portrait Design’s
“Cute Kids” Calendar
Mortensen Photography and The Marek Group have created
the 2014 Cute Kids calendar to help in the fight against
childhood cancer and blood disorders. The printing was
donated by The Marek Foundation and the paper was
courtesy of Bradner Smith and Company. The calendar
features portraits of children for each month in poses sure to
make one smile. The children were chosen from the Cute
Kids contest held earlier this year. Proceeds of that contest
benefited Women for MACC.
In addition to the Cute Kids, who are assigned for each
month, a portrait of a child dealing with cancer or blood
disorders is included along with their story. For the third
year, the back of the calendar also features MACC Fund
friend and Green Bay Packers MVP quarterback
Aaron Rodgers.
Cute Kids Calendars are $10 each or three for $25 (sales
tax included). They are available at Mortensen Portrait
Design in Waukesha; Spargo Salon and Spa in Pewaukee;
Tadpoles and Chris & Co. Salon in Delafield; Studio 890 in
Elm Grove and Brookfield; Laacke & Joys in Milwaukee
and Brookfield; Pyramax Bank in Waukesha and at the
MACC Fund office (414) 955-5830 and (800) 248-8735;
or online through the MACC Fund's Shop for Hope at
www.maccfund.org
The children and the MACC Fund are indebted to Mary and
Al Mortensen for this great calendar. Mary is a past
president of Women for MACC. The MACC Fund is also
grateful to the Marek Foundation and Bradner Smith and
Company for their wonderful generosity.
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Did you know that…

It is hard to believe the MACC Fund will be 37 years old on December 10.
When Eddie Doucette and I started the MACC Fund we never dreamed that it
would play such an important role in supporting childhood cancer and
blood disorders research.

• The MACC Fund's support of
cutting edge pediatric cancer
and blood disorder research in
Wisconsin has a national and
global impact on children by
providing the best treatment
possible.

This commitment is important since significant federal cancer research
supporting cutbacks are making MACC Fund support more vital every single
day with federal cancer funding plummeting from 24% to under 8% in the
past 20 years. This clearly makes the MACC Fund's investment in research
more important than ever before.

• The MACC Fund has
contributed over $48 million to
these research efforts over the
past 37 years.

The MACC Fund’s Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) reviewed the research
progress during their biennial site visit in May. The SAB Chair, Dr.
Crystal L. Mackall MD, is Chief of the Pediatric Oncology Branch of the
National Cancer Institute. Her final report after her six-year term noted
that “the MACC Fund is among the crème de la crème of philanthropic
groups focused on childhood cancer.” She concluded her final report with
“I look forward to watching continued research excellence emanating from
Wisconsin as a result of your hard work and stewardship.”

• The MACC Fund has played
an important role in helping
the overall cure rate for
childhood cancer to rise from
20% to 80% over the past
three decades.

You might have heard that the MACC Fund increased its support to
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin by pledging $10 million over 10 years on
June 26. This pledge will continue the MACC Fund’s efforts to help make
the MACC Fund Center at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin one of the
finest cancer programs in the country, a statement that was affirmed by
Parent magazine earlier this year.

• The MACC Fund supports
research at the MACC Fund
Research Center of the Medical
College of Wisconsin, MACC
Fund Childhood Cancer
Research Wing of the Carbone
Cancer Center of the University
of Wisconsin and in the MACC
Fund Center at Children’s
Hospital of Wisconsin.

ANNUAL APPEAL
Dear MACC Fund Friend:

We ask for your financial help each year at this time and we know we are
not alone in this request. Your support will help the MACC Fund meet its
critical funding demands which total more than $3.2 million in 2013. By
year’s end, thanks to friends like you, the MACC Fund will have
contributed more that $48 million to pediatric cancer and blood disorders
research at the Medical College of Wisconsin, the Carbone Cancer Center
of the University of Wisconsin and Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin.
Please consider making a Gift of Hope through this Annual Appeal. For
your convenience an envelope is enclosed. Or, you may visit us online at
www.maccfund.org. Your gift helps make it possible for children battling
cancer and blood disorders to look forward to birthdays, graduations and
weddings while also supporting the work of dedicated researchers and
outstanding caregivers.
Improved cure rates are impressive, yet the fight is far from over. An
80% overall cure rate for cancer means little to a family who has lost a
child and even children in the 80% category have “late effect” issues
which require more research to help them live longer and more normal
lives. As we celebrate the lives saved, we are always reminded we support
research to honor those who have died.
Together, we can make more miracles happen until we reach the ultimate
miracle of a 100% survival rate. Please give what you can today. Thanks
for your support of the MACC Fund and thanks for helping give every child
a fighting chance future through your Gift of Hope.
Sincerely,
MIDWEST ATHLETES AGAINST CHILDHOOD CANCER, INC.

Jon McGlocklin
President

• The MACC Fund contributions
to these institutions in the past
six years have yielded dozens
of National Institutes of Health
(NIH) grants totaling millions of
dollars in additional extramural
research support.
• The MACC Fund has a
Scientific Advisory Board
comprised of four nationally
renowned experts who
reviewed the research progress
during their biennial visit in
May.
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Aaron Rodgers Backs MACC

The 4th annual “An Evening With Aaron Rodgers” benefiting the MACC Fund featured an entertaining panel discussion of 4 national champions whose
greatness is not limited to sports. From left, 2-time U.S. Open Champion and ESPN golf analyst, Andy North; Hall of Fame Packers Super Bowl Champion Bart
Starr; Packers Super Bowl Champion Aaron Rodgers and 1971 Milwaukee Bucks NBA Champion, MACC Fund Co-founder and President Jon McGlocklin.
Jason Wilde of ESPNWisconsin.com moderated the entertaining program attended by a sellout crowd of 675 people at the Hyatt Regency Milwaukee.

edition “Evening of Champions” also included two-time U.S.
Open Champion and ESPN Golf Analyst Andy North and 1971
NBA World Champion and MACC Fund Co-founder Jon
McGlocklin. Jason Wilde of ESPNWisconsin.com did a
championship job of hosting this gathering of sporting greats.

The Green Bay Packers MVP quarterback was having another
great year before getting injured on Monday Night Football but is
looking forward to a return later this season. Aaron is having an
outstanding year helping the MACC Fund too. He hosted the
fourth annual “An Evening With Aaron Rodgers” last May to a
sold out crowd in the Grand Ballroom at the Hyatt Regency
Milwaukee. Aaron was joined by the Packers iconic Bart Starr to
the delight of all. The mutual respect these two gridiron greats
have for each other was clearly evident for all to see. This special

Aaron shared his commitment to the MACC Fund with the
enthusiastic crowd noting that helping children with cancer and
blood disorders - heroes in his eyes - led him to embrace the
MACC Fund in the first place in 2010. The Evening ended
poignantly with the children who were featured in the Kohl’s
“Aaron Rodgers 12 Days of Christmas” program in the
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel presenting him a framed collage of
their pictures which they autographed for him. The third annual
Evening raised net proceeds of nearly $280,000.

Photo credit – Brian Malloy for the MACC Fund

Aaron Rodgers needs no introduction to any football fan and he
certainly doesn’t need any introduction to any MACC Fund fans.
For over four years, Aaron has been an MVP on the MACC
Fund’s team scoring points for children battling cancer and
blood disorders.

Members of the MACC Fund Board of Directors joined Aaron Rodgers at the sold out 4th annual
“An Evening With Aaron Rodgers”. From left, Kevin Steiner, Scott Falk, TJ Marini, Paul Knoebel,
Jan Lennon, Jon McGlocklin, Aaron Rodgers, Tammie Miller, Walt Winding, John Steinmiller and
Al Costigan. Board members Paul Griepentrog and Bill Wertz and Co-founder Eddie Doucette
were not able to attend.

Aaron has participated in a number of events
for the MACC Fund since 2010. He played an
integral role in raising over $1 million for the
fight against childhood cancer and blood
disorders while proving that his MVP status
isn’t limited to what happens between the lines.
Twelve children will be featured in the Second
Annual “Aaron Rodgers’ 12 Days of
Christmas” to benefit the MACC Fund
sponsored by Kohl’s. From Dec. 1-12, a series
of ads will run in the Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel as well as jsonline.com featuring 12
children helped by the MACC Fund’s research
which Aaron is proud to support.
Aaron truly is an MVP for helping the MACC
Fund help children with cancer and blood
disorders.
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The 2013 MACC Fund Golf Tour
The 2013 MACC Fund Golf Tour again
raised important dollars as friends armed
with irons, wedges, putters, sunscreen and
umbrellas did their best to beat par and help
fight childhood cancer. This year’s 18 Tour
events raised nearly $500,000.
The Lake Country Charity Invitational
teed off the season by raising $78,000 in its
seventh year of supporting the MACC Fund.
Many of the state’s finest high school teams
teed off at Erin Hills in late April. It was
sponsored by Hartland Arrowhead High
School’s golf team and chaired by Tom
Tallmadge, the school’s former coach whose
impressive coaching career included five
state titles. PGA Tour player Mark Wilson
was the Invitational’s Honorary Chairman.
He spent a day in July with three teams of
golfers who were top fund-raisers in a
memorable day for all at Erin Hills. Thanks
to the ownership and staff of Erin Hills, site
of the 2011 U.S. Men’s Amateur and the
2017 U.S. Open, for their generous support.
Special thanks as well to Mark Wilson, Tom
Tallmadge, Arrowhead High School as well
as all of the high school golfers and coaches
and their generous donors for helping make
this high school golf “Gift of Hope” possible.
The granddaddy of them all, the Chili’s
MACC Open at Tuckaway Country Club,
was held on its traditional first Monday in
June raising over $71,000. ERJ Dining,
Wisconsin’s franchisee for the Chili’s
Restaurants, sponsored this 37th edition of
the MACC Fund Open as it has for the past
five years. ERJ Dining is owned by Junior
Bridgeman, who played in the Bucks game
on the night the MACC Fund began on Dec.
10, 1976. Now an accomplished golfer,
Junior’s first attempt at golf was as a
celebrity in the inaugural MACC Fund Open
on May 31, 1977, at Tripoli Country Club.
That event which set the stage for the
special events fund-raising ethic of the
MACC Fund, was won by the fivesome
captained by future Hall of Famer and
Milwaukee Brewers’ legend Robin Yount.
The eighth annual Champps Americana /
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans Open at
Ironwood on June 19 continued its winning

THANKS...

ways by raising nearly $44,000. Both
Champps and Thrivent are great friends
of the MACC Fund helping out in many
other ways.
New to the Tour was the Council 1789
Knights of Columbus open at Quit Qui Oc
in Elkhart Lake in June which raised over
$4,000 in its first year of supporting the
MACC Fund.
The Max-Fly Open at Ironwood on July 3
raised nearly $10,000 as Sandy and John
(Max) McGee and their children hosted
family and friends at this annual July classic.
102.9 The Hog’s Bob and Brian Open at
the beautiful Grand Geneva resort hosted
over 300 golfers on July 26. The event raised
$12,000 for the MACC Fund and was hosted
by Milwaukee’s popular tandem morning
team. This Open was one part of the Bob
and Brian “Trifecta for MACC” which also
included the Bob and Brian Radiothon in
April and the “Best of Bob and Brian” CD
sale in December.
Family and friends gathered once again for
Ken’s MACC Fund Open on Aug. 5 at
Rivermoor and raised over $3,000. This was
the 29th outing run by a dear friend of the
MACC Fund, Ken Lepkowski, whose
support continues even though he moved to
Georgia years ago.
Plumbing Mechanical Sheet Metal
Contractors Alliance, Inc. Charity Golf
Outing at Chenequa Country Club on
Aug. 4 raised $1,250.
The 29th annual Car Care for MACC
Open at Tuckaway Country Club on Aug. 5
raised $33,000.
The 18th Annual BP Marketers Open
raised a record $154,000 at Evergreen Golf
Club in Elkhorn on Aug. 19. under the
watchful eye of Greg Klimek of Klemm Tank
Lines and his dedicated committee.
September Tour action included the 17th
annual Corporations Caring for Kids
Charity Open at Oconomowoc on Sept. 9
which raised about $45,000 for the MACC

Fund, the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and the
Silver Spring Neighborhood Center bringing
the event’s 17-year total to over $500,000.
Special thanks to MACC Fund Board Vice
Chairman, Paul Knoebel, and his Knoebel
and Associates team and friends for making
this great outing possible.
The Milwaukee Police Supervisors Open
was held on Sept. 9 once again at Scenic
View with a great day for all.
The 2013 Tour featured memorial
tournaments which honored those who
have died while helping children live. The
17th annual Jim Mech Memorial Open on
June 21 raised over $17,000 at Autumn
Ridge in Valders, the course Mr. Mech
helped create. The event remembers a man
with a perpetual smile and a heart of gold.
The 11th Annual Cheri Amore Memorial
Open at Twin Lakes Country Club on June
24 memorialized a beautiful young girl who
touched so many people during her 14-year
battle with cancer. Family and friends sold
out this event for the ninth straight year en
route to raising over $31,500 in the
community from those who knew her first
and loved her most.
The Thomas R. Perra Memorial Open on
Aug. 3 at Ironwood Golf Course raised
$11,000. Tom’s family and friends honor his
wonderful memory by helping the MACC
Fund help children each year.
The Jerry Riemer, Sr. / George
Wendelberger Memorial Open at Scenic
View on Sept. 7 raised $3,100.
PGA Tour golfer Mark Wilson’s “Making a
Mark Fore MACC” contributed important
funds once again this year from his personal
success on the Tour. They have donated over
$275,000 to the MACC Fund through this
program. The MACC Fund is fortunate to
have Mark on its Honorary Athletic Board.
Along with Amy, Mark has donated more
than any other athlete in the 37-year history
of the MACC Fund.

Thanks to all the players as well as all of the great sponsors, auction and raffle donors, organizing committees, golf clubs
and their staffs, and volunteers who participated in the 2013 MACC Fund Golf Tour. If you would like to play in or need information about the
2014 MACC Fund Golf Tour events — or if you are interested in starting your own outing to be part next year’s Tour – please call the MACC
Fund at (414) 955-5830 or (800) 248-8735 or visit www.maccfund.org
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Mark Wilson
Fore MACC
PGA Tour player Mark Wilson continued his
“Making a Mark Fore MACC” program on the
PGA Tour this season.
The Menomonee Falls, Wis. native makes a
donation for every 36-hole “cut” made in
addition to contributing extra dollars for every
Top-30 finish. The five-time PGA Tour winner
and his wife, Amy, have contributed over
$275,000 to the MACC Fund since joining the
Tour in 2004. This is the largest amount given to
the MACC Fund by a professional athlete.
The Wilsons have supported the MACC Fund
for 10 years. They are the proud parents of
Lane, Cole and Graham. Mark is a graduate of
Wisconsin Lutheran High School and was an
All-American at the University of North
Carolina. A Mathematics major, he received the
Ben Hogan Award for the top student-athlete
golfer in 1997.
Mark is also the Honorary Chairman of the Lake
Country High School Charity Invitational. The
event features some of the state’s finest high
school golf teams at one of the nation’s best
venues, Erin Hills, site of the 2011 U.S. Men’s
Amateur and the 2017 U.S. Open. Golfers
solicit funds for the MACC Fund through this
annual event hosted by Hartland Arrowhead
High School under the direction of former coach
Tom Tallmadge. Mark joined the golfers this
summer playing with some of the fund-raising
teams. The MACC Fund is grateful to the
Wilsons for “Making a Mark Fore MACC” on
the PGA Tour!

Robinade Old
School Lemonade
Backs MACC
Brewers fans think of Robin Yount when they think of
lemonade. That’s because the legendary Brewer has been
turning lemons into lemonade with his Robinade Old
School Lemonade for the past six seasons. Baseball fans
know of his special talent and skill on the diamond. The
MACC Fund and the children know he is special off the
field as well. Just as Robin thought of the MACC Fund
during his playing days, he thought of helping children with
cancer when he entered the refreshment field.
Robin loves lemonade. Creating Robinade Old School
Lemonade was as natural as the product itself. Its quality
and flavor have people asking for it the way they cheered
for Robin in his playing days. The 20-year Brewers icon
and Hall of Famer noted when he introduced Robinade in
2008 that “lemonade is all-American, just like baseball.
And I love lemonade. I am thrilled that old and new fans
can share in a refreshing experience with Robinade which
will also benefit kids through the MACC Fund.” Robin has
always been an All-Star for the MACC Fund and his
donations totaling $40,000 from Robinade are just one
more example of that.
From winning the first MACC Fund Open in 1977 to being
in Women for MACC Fashions shows with is wife and
daughters to his foray into making Robinade, Robin always
answered the call to help the kids. He was honored by the
Brewers in August. The Brewers Community Foundation
donated $10,000 in his name to the MACC Fund. Thank
you Robin for always continuing to bat for the kids and the
MACC Fund!

Where There’s a Will...

People can contribute to the MACC Fund in many ways.
It may be a gift of time, participation in an event or
sponsorship of an event. Gifts of insurance or stock, or a
direct donation are also ways to give your Gift of Hope.
Many make memorial gifts upon a loved one’s death or
gifts in honor of birthdays, anniversaries, graduations or
special occasions.

Prudent estate planning and remembering the MACC
Fund in one’s will can be beneficial for the donor as well
as the MACC Fund. The MACC Fund encourages you to
contact your financial advisor or call the MACC Fund at
414-955-5830 or 800-248-8735 and learn more ways to help
children with cancer through proper planning while also
helping yourself.
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Theta Chi’s
Ski For Cancer
Backs MACC

Your employee giving/payroll
deduction campaign gift can help
the MACC Fund help kids

The University of Wisconsin’s Theta Chi
Fraternity created “Ski for Cancer” over
four decades ago. This venerable winter
event returned to the campus in 2010 to
the delight of all, especially the proud
Theta Chi alumni and the MACC Fund.
The MACC Fund is grateful to the
brothers of Theta Chi who have once
again reached out to help the children as
their predecessors did for many years.

Please consider helping the
children with cancer and blood
disorders by choosing the
MACC Fund for your annual employee giving/payroll deduction
campaign. The MACC Fund is a member of Community Health
Charities of Wisconsin which provides an efficient mechanism
that consolidates individual contributions and sends them directly
to the MACC Fund. Donors can designate a periodic gift to be
contributed each pay period over the coming year.

The students and alumni raised nearly
$30,000 in 2013 bringing the revived
Theta Chi “Ski For Cancer” total to over
$100,000. The students made a special
check presentation to Dr. Paul Sondel of
the American Family Children’s Hospital
in Madison and the University of
Wisconsin’s Carbone Cancer Center. The
generous donation will help MACC Fund
supported research in the 14,000 square
foot MACC Fund Childhood Cancer
Research Wing of the Wisconsin
Interdisciplinary Medical Research on the
University’s campus.

Through modest periodic payroll deductions, one can provide an
important "Gift of Hope Through Research" into the effective
treatment and cure of childhood cancer and blood disorders like
sickle cell anemia and aplastic anemia. Thanks for considering
an employee giving/payroll deduction gift to the MACC Fund to
help kids.

Plans are underway for the 2014 edition
on Saturday, March 1, at Cascade
Mountain in Portage, Wis. The MACC
Fund sincerely thanks all of the members
of Theta Chi, past and present, for their
great support. Special thanks to John
Luckey who is heading the fraternity’s
efforts this year, and to Jon Graan and
Tom Farin, who are helping as proud and
generous alums.

Ski For Cancer
Sat. March 1, 2014
Cascade Mountain

To learn more about Community Health Charities of Wisconsin,
please visit www.healthcharities.org/wisconsin.

Christopher's Shoot Against
Childhood Cancer
Christopher Schraufnagel’s life was far too short, but his legacy will live on in all
whom he touched. He died in June, 2012, after a valiant 17-month battle with
medulloblastoma - a form of childhood cancer that attacks the brain and spinal
cord. Christopher was a huge Green Bay Packers fan who met Donald Driver and
Aaron Rodgers shortly before he died.
On July 12-13, his family and friends turned out again to honor the boy whose
dream was to cure childhood cancer in an event sponsored by the Waukesha Gun
Club. There was something for every level or sporting clay and trap enthusiast.
The event was a great success, raising nearly $60,000 for childhood cancer
research! Plans are already underway for an expanded event in 2014.
Christopher has inspired and touched hundreds of people despite his young age.
Family and friends have also helped live out his dream of a cure through Team
Christopher which rides in the TREK 100 Ride for Hope.
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Michael Best’s “Best Pass”
Program for the MACC Fund
Michael Best and Friedrich was founded in 1848, two
years after the City of Milwaukee was incorporated.
Since that time it has earned a reputation as a leading
law firm in the Midwest with approximately 220
attorneys serving clients at its Wisconsin offices in
Milwaukee, Madison, Waukesha and Manitowoc as well
as Chicago. The firm’s rich tradition and long history is a
testament to its ability to remain dynamic and responsive
to the changes facing businesses while remaining true to
its longstanding goal of delivering results for clients.
Michael Best’s commitment to the communities it serves
extends beyond the law firm’s clients. Its attorneys and
employees are involved in a wide array of efforts
benefiting many. They are Green Bay Packers fans as
well. That commitment to community and excitement
over the Packers led them to team up with the MACC
Fund once again this season for the second annual
Michael Best “Best Pass” Program. Michael Best – and
some of its clients -- will once make a donation to the
MACC Fund for every touchdown pass thrown by the
Green Bay Packers during the 2013-2014 season. Thanks
to Michael Best for adding to the excitement of every
Packers touchdown pass while supporting our efforts at
the MACC Fund.
Last year’s inaugural program resulted in catches totaling
$25,200. Michael Best and one of its clients and
generous MACC Fund supporter KS Energy Services
“rounded up” that total to $30,000. Thanks to Michael
Best, KS Energy Services and the Packers.

“American English
Beatles Invasion”
Make a date for the 10th anniversary “American English Benefit
Concert for the MACC Fund.” The award-winning Beatles tribute
band returns to the “Players Choice” of the Fox Cities in Appleton
on Friday, Feb. 7, for a special 10th anniversary show at 7:30
P.M. You won’t want to miss this special 10th Anniversary
performance of the “complete Beatles experience.”
Ten years ago this was a dream. Now this “Labor of Love” by
MACC Fund friend and Beatles aficionado Greg Thompson has
become an annual February Friday night tradition. The concert
raised nearly $8,500 last February proving that people always
find a way to help the children battling cancer and blood
disorders. Greg and his wonderful family and friends top that list
of supporters.
American English Beatles concert is one of the finest tribute bands
around. The musicians perform the familiar and beloved songs
playing period musical instruments and wearing classic Beatles
costumes.
Listen to Oldies 103.9 WVBO for concert updates starting in
January. Tickets are $17 at U.S. Bank locations through the Fox
Valley and the participating Fox Valley Express Convenience
Centers. Make a date today for another great American English
Beatles Night for MACC on Friday, Feb. 7, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Players Choice. This concert adds special meaning to the Beatles
favorite “All you need is love” by the gift it has given to the
children and the MACC Fund for a decade.
Special thanks to the generous sponsors: Bouwer Printing and
Mailing, Express Convenience Centers, WVB0 103.9FM, New
York Life, Beefeaters, Don’s Quality Meats, Liberty Hall, U.S. Bank,
Darboy Barber Shop, Schenck, Hilton Garden Inn and Players
Choice of the Fox Cities.

The Hope Team provides individual and corporate donors who contribute between $500 and $7,500 and are not able
to sponsor special events, with the opportunity to take part in two of the MACC Fund's premier events—the Chili’s MACC
Open and the Bucks MACC Fund Game in addition to other benefits. To learn more about the Hope Team, please contact
Becky Pinter at the MACC Fund at 414-955-5838, 800-248-8735 or info@maccfund.org
Superstar ~ $7,500
Nicholas Family Foundation
US Bank Technology Services
Captain ~ $3,000
Karen & Eddie Doucette
Carol Gehl
Barbara Kendro
Joy & Clark Vilter

Starter ~ $1,000
Kathy & Dan Beers
Sharon & Kelly Moran
Richard Bierwirth
Rod & Pat Petersen
Dr. & Mrs. Patrick Brody
Jim & Deb Rexhausen and Family
Kelly & Patrick Ciriacks
Nick & Marge Rivecca
Clients & Suppliers of TJR
Ted & Noelle Rulseh
Communications
Pam & Stuart Schroeder
Gayle & Bill Denton
Robert A. Schultz, Jr.
Jean & Greg Klimek
Diane M. Wisniewski
The Kort Family
McGlocklin Family
MGIC

Coach ~ $500
Larry & Jan Barbera
Flannery Family
Dennis & Judy Kruzan
Jan Lennon
Becky & Brian Pinter
Sabinash Family
Kurt Schummer
The Wagner Family c/o GW Electronics
Beth & David Wilmoth
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Wishing Upon a
MACC*STAR
The 26th annual 2013 TODAY’S TMJ4
MACC*Star makes the perfect
holiday gift that keeps
on giving. The brightly colored,
porcelain ornament will provide
Hope for children with cancer
and blood disorders long after
the holidays have past.
This year's MACC*Star was
designed by Maggie Schlehlein of
Germantown. The 11-year-old was
diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic
leukemia in 2009. She responded well to treatment and visits the
MACC Fund Center at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin for
check-ups.
Maggie is a fifth grader at County Line Elementary School in
Germantown. She likes art and reading. Maggie enjoys
swimming and got to swim in Hawaii on her Make-A-Wish trip in
2012. She enjoys track and field and even got her dad to start
running. (he ran a half marathon in the Brewers Mini+10K this
year). Maggie got to hold the ribbon for the top runners to
break. Maggie and her great parents are always anxious to help
the MACC Fund. She was also part of the live introduction of the
new MACC Fund logo at the Bucks MACC Fund Game in
October and picked the raffle winners at Women for MACC’s
Couture for a Cure. She likes the Packers, Wave and Brewers
and always has a smile.
The TODAY’S TMJ4 MACC*Stars are on sale for $10 each
(sales tax included) at the 11 Balistreri’s Sendik’s Food Markets
in Bayside, Elm Grove, Franklin, Germantown, Greenfield,
Grafton, Mequon, New Berlin, Wauwatosa, Whitefish Bay and
West Bend. They will also be on sale at Buddy Squirrel stores at
Southridge and Mayfair Malls as well as the Kitchen Store in St.
Francis as they have for two decades.
You can also get them at Spargo Salon in Pewaukee and Dr.
Schuckit’s orthodontic office in Grafton. MACC*Stars can also
be ordered at www.maccfund.org or by calling 414-955-5830
or 800-248-8735
The 26th annual TODAY’S TMJ4 MACC*Star makes the perfect
gift for family, friends, customers, teachers, clients and business
associates. The MACC*Stars have a way of disappearing so
don’t delay, order today!
Thanks again to TODAY’S TMJ4 for its special support with this
great annual holiday program as we celebrate their 33 years of
MACC Fund broadcast support.
Make sure to watch the TODAY’S TMJ4 Sports Auction
4 MACC on Saturday, Dec. 14, from 11 am – 1 pm.

The J.K. Lee “Board Break-A-Thon”
The J.K. Lee Blackbelt Academy’s 20th
annual Board Break-A-Thon on Feb. 22
at Bayshore Town Center in Glendale
promises to be another great day to kick
cancer. Over the last 19 years J.K. Lee
students have raised over $600,000 to
help kids with cancer. During the MACC
Fund's five-year partnership with Grand
Master and Grand Master Mrs. Lee,
Master Chan Lee, Miss Christine Lee and
the J.K. Lee students, the Board Break-AThon has raised nearly $200,000! The
partnership has been a tremendous
opportunity for many to learn about the
martial arts, the discipline involved, and
particularly about how the J.K. Lee
students are consistently helping others
in their communities.
The world-renowned J.K. Lee Black Belt
Academy focuses on building character
through core values like respect of others
and self, encouragement and support of
one another, and celebrations of one
another's successes. These values form
the basis for success in martial arts when
coupled with an emphasis on physical
fitness and well-being, not fighting. J.K.
Lee's talented, grounded, decorated and
disciplined ensemble of instructors are
committed to changing both the lives of
their students and the lives of those in
the communities they serve. J.K. Lee’s
dedication to helping others is why the
Board Break-A-Thon has been a long
running smashing success. Thanks so
much to the Lees and their family of
students and everyone who will make
the 20th Annual Board Break-A-Thon
possible.
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A “Legend”ary Night
The MACC Fund will benefit for the
sixth straight year from the Bob &
Brian Radiothon on 102.9 THE
HOG on Apr. 9-10 as they broadcast
live for two days while loyal listeners
join in with pledges and bids. Bob and
Brian are loyal MACC Fund supporters
hosting their annual Radiothon, the Bob
& Brian Open and their holiday “Best
of Bob and Brian” CD. The 2014
edition of the Radiothon will once
again offer unique auction items and
interesting interviews from the world of
sports and entertainment en route to
surpassing $500,000 in 6 years of the
Bob & Brian Radiothon.

A PonyBug to
“Free your pony”
Brad Hicks is a newscaster for Fox 6
Milwaukee. He is also an entrepreneur
who joined forces with his sister, Kirsten,
to produce “PonyBug,” a special fleece
hat with a slit in the back to “free your
pony!” The attractive winter caps feature
a “Ladybug” logo in honor of Kirsten’s
daughter, Zoe, who died from cancer in
2006 at the age of 15. Her positive
attitude was her trademark along with her
love of the little bugs. Brad and Kirsten
donate 10% of every sale to the MACC
Fund in Zoe’s name as part of the
company’s corporate vision to help other
children. The fashionable hats sell for
$17.95 each and easily fit a wide range
of head sizes due to its breathable, antipill, machine washable fleece. They come
in everything from Houndstooth to
Leopard to Fuchsia Tiger and a variety of
colors as well. Thanks Brad and Kirsten.
Visit www.ponybug.com to order in time
for the holidays.

Longtime MACC Fund supporters Lori and Dick Watt hosted a
very special event for the MACC Fund at the “Legend at
Brandybrook” on Oct. 24. The couple invited their friends and
business associates to join them in supporting the MACC Fund.
One of their guests, Jim Mueller, laid the seeds of this great night
with a similar evening a year earlier. Nearly 50 people joined their
genial hosts to get a preview of the 2013-2014 Milwaukee Bucks
season from the man who knows the Bucks the best, General
Manager John Hammond. John gave insights into the team while
thanking everyone for joining with the Bucks in support of the
MACC Fund.
Jon McGlocklin joined his friends Lori and Dick in welcoming the
guests and crossed over both the MACC Fund and the Bucks, two
subjects he knows very well since he was a key player on the
founding team of both. Jon’s son Shannon, a MACC Fund veteran
himself, played a key role in the evening as well. A financial
representative with the Principal Financial Group, Shannon works
closely with Lori Watt in her business, Investors Advisory Group,
and hosted a number of clients himself.
The Watts graciously matched their guest’s donations to the MACC
Fund that night. Their guests were very generous and a total of
over $20,000 was raised. Thanks to Lori and Dick Watt as well as
John Hammond for joining their friend Jon McGlocklin for a very
special night.

The Mazda “Drive for Good” runs from Nov. 25 – Jan. 2.
The Milwaukee area Mazda dealers will donate $100 per car
sold to the buyer’s charity of choice from 4 national charities
and the dealers choice of a local charity - the MACC Fund.
The national charities are St. Jude’s, American Heart
Association, Red Cross and the Mazda Foundation. Why not
drive into your Milwaukee Mazda dealer today. They are
Concours Mazda in Glendale, Hall Mazda in Brookfield,
Boucher Mazda in Racine, John Amato Mazda in Milwaukee,
Darrow Mazda in Greenfield and Van Horn Mazda in
Sheboygan. Please tell them “thanks, from the MACC Fund.”
Zoom-Zoom!
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The MACC Fund Scientific Advisory Board
Affirms Quality of the Research
The MACC Fund Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) dates back to 1980. In the infancy of the MACC
Fund, its board realized the need to enlist the support of independent external reviewers to review
the research the MACC Fund was supporting. The first group came from three of the finest pediatric
oncology programs in the country - Yale University, Harvard University and St. Jude’s Research
Hospital.
The SAB makes biennial site visits and also reviews grant requests from the University of
Wisconsin’s Carbone Cancer Center. It also serves as a consultant to the MACC Fund Board. For
example, their expertise was needed to determine the expansion into translational research through
the support of Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin in 2008 and again in 2013. The term of each SAB
reviewer is generally six years or three site visits. The SAB visited Milwaukee in May to review the
research supported at the Medical College of Wisconsin, Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin as well as
the University of Wisconsin’s Carbone Cancer Center.
Dr. Crystal Mackall chaired the 2013 SAB site visit after being part of the SAB in 2008 and 2010. She is
the Chief of the Pediatric Oncology Branch of the National Cancer Institute of the National Institutes
of Health, the top federal officer for pediatric cancer research. Making her second visit was Dr. Stella
Davies of Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, who is an expert in transplant immunology and genetic
predisposition to cancer. Dr. Sue Cohn of University of Chicago Medicine Comer Children’s Hospital
and the Director of Clinical Research, Section of Pediatric Hematology/Oncology joined the SAB this
year. Dr. Mitch Weiss of Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia / University of Pennsylvania is also a
member of the SAB but was not able to attend the site visit.
The MACC Fund is indebted to Dr. Mackall for her dedication to the MACC Fund since 2008. Her
style and grace along with her ability to articulate the needs of the research played a vital role
helping the MACC Fund’s Board of Directors. Her final report noted that “the MACC Fund is among
the crème de la crème of philanthropic groups focused on childhood cancer.” She completed her report with
“I look forward to watching continued research excellence emanating from Wisconsin as a result of your hard
work and stewardship.” This is high praise from the top federal pediatric cancer research officer.

Follow the MACC Fund on Facebook and Twitter!
Head to www.maccfund.org
and click on the Facebook or Twitter links at the bottom of the page.
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Share the
Joy of Java!
Making It A
Pepsi Day
Pepsi has been the clear MACC
Fund choice refreshment for
each holiday season for nearly
three decades. Since 1985, Pepsi
Beverages Company and its
Foundation have given nearly
$1.5 million to help the
children. Pepsi’s commitment
to the community it serves is
well known, including its
legendary support for the
MACC Fund helping children
with cancer and blood
disorders. Quench your holiday
thirst by purchasing Pepsi
products and make it a “Pepsi
Day” for the fight against
childhood cancer and blood
disorders. “Thanks a Million,
Pepsi” for 29 thirst-quenching,
hope-filled years.

The MACC
Fund is
excited to
partner with
Colectivo
Coffee
Roasters this
holiday
season.
Colectivo
Coffee has
created a special blend of
its limited HOPE blend
coffee made exclusively for
the MACC Fund. Orders
will be taken through
Dec. 13 only and will be
shipped directly to you or
your loved ones for a small
additional fee.
A one pound bag of coffee
only costs $10 and makes
the perfect host or hostess
gift. To order, please call
the MACC Fund at
414-955-5830.

Linked Together
For Hope
5K Run
You can end the year as a World
Record Holder by being part of
the unique 5K run on Dec. 31 at
10am in the Wisconsin Products
Pavilion at State Fair Park in
West Allis. The goal is to link 500
runners who will each raise $200
and will run a 5K on New Year’s
Eve Day to raise funds for the
MACC Fund to support pediatric
cancer and related blood
disorders research. Please visit
www.glmwinterrun.com to
register. Registrants will receive a
complimentary entry into the
Open 5K or 10K “Run into the
New Year,” a commemorative
T-shirt and a party with live music
and refreshments.

Brookfield Jaycees Back MACC again
The Brookfield Jaycees have been helping the MACC Fund through their annual Basketball
Marathon for years. The group’s long-time support is ongoing proof of their commitment to
helping children with cancer and blood disorders. Hundreds of members and thousands of
players have taken their love of the game to the hardwood for the love of the kids. They have
raised nearly $325,000 since 1984 and $7,550 this year alone. Keep an eye on
www.maccfund.org in March for the 2014 edition of this annual Hoopfest.
The Brookfield Jaycees also pitch in proceeds from their baseball dugout concession sales during
the summer at Brookfield’s Wirth Park. This great commitment means so much to the MACC Fund
and the children who can look forward to playing ball thanks to friends like the Brookfield
Jaycees.
The MACC FUND TODAY is the official newsletter of the MACC Fund, Midwest Athletes Against Childhood Cancer, Inc. Founded in 1976, the MACC Fund supports pediatric cancer and related blood disorder research in Wisconsin. The MACC Fund
has contributed $45 million to support scientific research at the Medical College of Wisconsin in the MACC Fund Research Center and at the University of Wisconsin’s Carbone Cancer Center in the MACC Fund UW Childhood Cancer Research
Wing and at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin in the MACC Fund Center. The MACC Fund is a federally designated 501(c)3 nonprofit corporation with its office at
10000 W. Innovation Drive, Suite 135, Milwaukee, WI 53226. Telephone: 414-955-5830; 800-248-8735; fax 414-955-6170; email: info@maccfund.org; website: www.maccfund.org Editor: Sean Callahan.

PLEASE REMEMBER THE MACC FUND IN YOUR ESTATE PLANNING.
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Sharing Christmas
on
TODAY’S TMJ4’s John Malan
wins big 4 MACC

A visit to Candy Cane Lane is a sure bet to
brighten up your holidays. From Nov. 29 –
Dec. 27, lights galore will glow to the enjoyment
of thousands of people who drive through the
area in West Allis which is bounded by 92nd to
96th streets between Oklahoma Ave. and
Montana Ave. It is all in the spirit of the holidays
which leads to a wonderful Gift of Hope to the
MACC Fund to help children battling cancer and
blood disorders. Last year’s Candy Cane Lane
donations totaled nearly $108,000. Over the past
27 years, Candy Cane Lane has provided millions
of smiles while raising a Gift of Hope of over
$1.2 million.
Make a date to gather a group of friends and
family members to stroll (or drive) through this
winter wonderland of lights. Santa greets visitors
and candy treats are handed out each evening.
It's the perfect way to get into the holiday spirit!
Special events abound with radio and television
personalities, mascots and other special guests
throughout the month. Visit
www.candycanelanewi.com for a complete
calendar of events and be sure to ‘like’ Candy
Cane Lane on Facebook and follow them on
Twitter for up to the minute information.
The MACC Fund and Candy Cane Lane thank
the following generous donors: James M. Hays
Lodge 331 F&AM of WI, West Allis Firefighters
Association, Tom’s Dependable Heating and
Cooling, Jelly Belly, Eillien’s Candies, Woodman’s
Markets, SUPERVALU, Ritt, Beyer and Weir,
Evers-Heilig, R. M. Palmer Company, M&M
Mars, Vicki Krotts and Ferrara Candy Company.
The MACC Fund thanks all of the hard-working
and dedicated neighbors and friends. Many
others have helped over the years including Ron
Ziolecki, who led the annual effort for many
years, and Ted and Joan Majdecki, who
generously sponsor the program through their
grocery stores. A very special thank you goes to
the entire Candy Cane Lane committee which has
helped keep the bright lights burning with hope.

"Let's Ask America" is a daily, half-hour television game show that lets
viewers at home take a chance at being a contestant on the show from the
comfort of their home via web chat. Players try to guess the top answer
given by people from across the country. The nationally syndicated show
airs each day at 2 p.m. on TODAY’S TMJ4.
The Nov. 18 edition featured a special show with four weathercasters
haling from Phoenix, West Palm Beach, Tampa and Milwaukee. Each
forecaster played for a charity of their choice and Milwaukee’s TODAY’S
TMJ4’s Chief Meteorologist John Malan played for the MACC Fund. Not
only did he play, he WON and was awarded $13,500! He even
donned a “Cheesehead crown” to cap the accomplishment.
John is no stranger to helping the MACC Fund. He is always willing to
pitch in to help the kids. Each December he joins fellow 10 p.m. partners
-- Mike Jacobs, Carole Meekins and Lance Allan -- to help host the
TODAY’S TMJ4 Sports Auction 4 MACC as the popular “MACCtioneer”
helping to boost the bidding. John is also a regular celebrity participant
at the Chili’s MACC Open, weather permitting, of course!
You can watch John and the TODAY’S TMJ4 team on
Sat. Dec. 14 at 11 am for the TODAY’S TMJ4 Sports Auction
4 MACC.
This marks the 33rd consecutive year of live broadcasts by TODAY’S
TMJ4. This support is unprecedented in the Milwaukee television market
and is undoubtedly one of the nation’s longest standing philanthropic
efforts in the broadcast industry.
The auction will feature items from the Bucks, Brewers, Packers, Admirals,
Marquette, Wisconsin and the Wave. Autographed signature items will be
up for bid from sports personalities including Aaron Rodgers, Robin Yount,
Donald Driver, JJ Watt, James Jones, Jordy Neson, Ernie Banks, Hank
Aaron, Yogi Berra and the Bucks’ Caron Butler and more.
Joining in as auction board sponsors are the Sendik’s Food Markets,
Sargento, West Bend Mutual Insurance, Kohl’s and the Medical College of
Wisconsin. The MACC Fund is grateful to TODAY’S TMJ4 for helping the
children with cancer and blood disorders for 33 years. Please tune in on
Dec. 14 to bid early and bid often.

TODAY’S TMJ4’s
Sports Auction 4 MACC
Dec. 14 from 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
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The Bayshore Community Foundation is proud to present its third annual “Laugh It Up
Milwaukee” benefit on Saturday, Jan. 18, at the historic and beautiful Pabst Theater.
The MACC Fund is honored to be a beneficiary of this special “Evening With Martin
Short” along with the Harry and Rose Samson Family Jewish Community Center (JCC).
The glorious Pabst Theater is the fourth oldest theatre in the country. It is a jewel in
Milwaukee and provides a great location for a great night for the friends of the JCC
and the MACC Fund. Tickets are on sale at pabsttheater.org
The MACC Fund is grateful that the Bayshore Community Foundation and the Harry
and Rose Samson Family Jewish Community Center have chosen to include it in this
wonderful night. Dr. Dave Margolis is a member of the JCC Board and a valued
clinician and researcher in the MACC Fund Center at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin
and a Medical College of Wisconsin Professor.
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The MACC FUND TODAY is available at www.maccfund.org by clicking on news/e-newsletter. If you would like to stop receiving this printed edition of the
MACC FUND TODAY, simply email info@maccfund.org to tell us.

Kohl’s is in its second year on the MACC Fund team through its “Aaron Rodgers
12 Days of Christmas benefiting the MACC Fund.” Working in conjunction with
the Green Bay Packers quarterback and the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel from
Dec. 1 – 12, Kohl’s will help share 12 “Stories of Hope” of children who are
helped by MACC Fund supported research. Coincidentally, 12/12 will be a
fitting day to end the program while celebrating Wisconsin’s favorite No. 12,
of Christmas
Aaron
Rodgers. Kohl’s will donate 5% to the MACC Fund for every toy sale
Benefiting
during these “12 Days of Christmas.” Collaborating with Aaron and the
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Kohl’s contributed $50,000 to the MACC Fund last
year. This year the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel is adding an auction and video interviews with parents of the children to
broaden the program even more. Thanks to Kohl’s, Aaron Rodgers and the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel for brightening the
holidays once again for the children and for the MACC Fund.

Photo credit – Brian Malloy for the MACC Fund

Aaron Rodgers

Green Bay Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers smiled as he looked at a gift given to him from children featured in the 2012 “Aaron Rodgers 12 Days of
Christmas” program which was created by the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel and sponsored by Kohl’s. The grateful children presented their collage ad
which they “autographed” for Aaron to thank him for his support of the MACC Fund. The presentation took place as the 4th Annual
“Evening With Aaron Rodgers” came to a close on May 14 at the Hyatt Regency Milwaukee.

